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Abstract. Historical document collections are a valuable resource for human 
history. This paper proposes a novel digital image binarization scheme for low 
quality historical documents allowing further content exploitation in an efficient 
way. The proposed scheme consists of five distinct steps: a pre-processing pro-
cedure using a low-pass Wiener filter, a rough estimation of foreground regions 
using Niblack’s approach, a background surface calculation by interpolating 
neighboring background intensities, a thresholding by combining the calculated 
background surface with the original image and finally a post-processing step in 
order to improve the quality of text regions and preserve stroke connectivity. 
The proposed methodology works with great success even in cases of historical 
manuscripts with poor quality, shadows, nonuniform illumination, low contrast, 
large signal-dependent noise, smear and strain. After testing the proposed 
method on numerous low quality historical manuscripts, it has turned out that 
our methodology performs better compared to current state-of-the-art adaptive 
thresholding techniques. 

1   Introduction 

It is common that documents belonging to historical collections are poorly preserved 
and prone to degradation processes. This work aims at leveraging state-of-the-art 
techniques in digital image binarization and text identification for digitized documents 
allowing further content exploitation in an efficient way. The method has been devel-
oped in the framework of the Greek GSRT-funded R&D project, D-SCRIBE, which 
aims to develop an integrated system for digitization and processing of old Greek 
manuscripts. 

Binarization (threshold selection) is the starting step of most document image 
analysis systems and refers to the conversion of the gray-scale image to a binary im-
age. Binarization is a key step in document image processing modules since a good 
binarization sets the base for successful segmentation and recognition of characters. In 
old document processing, binarization usually distinguishes text areas from back-
ground areas, so it is used as a text locating technique. In the literature, the binariza-
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tion is usually reported to be performed either globally or locally. The global methods 
(global thresholding) use a single threshold value to classify image pixels into object 
or background classes [1-5], whereas the local schemes (adaptive thresholding) can 
use multiple values selected according to the local area information [6,7]. Most of the 
proposed algorithms for optimum image binarization rely on statistical methods, with-
out taking into account the special nature of document images [8-10]. Global thresh-
olding methods are not sufficient for document image binarization since document 
images usually have poor quality, shadows, nonuniform illumination, low contrast, 
large signal-dependent noise, smear and strains. Instead, adaptive to local information 
techniques for document binarization have been developed [11-14].  

In this paper, a novel adaptive thresholding scheme is introduced in order to bi-
narize low quality historical documents and locate meaningful textual information. 
The proposed scheme consists of five basic steps. The first step is dedicated to a de-
noising procedure using a low-pass Wiener filter. We use an adaptive Wiener method 
based on statistics estimated from a local neighborhood of each pixel. In the second 
step, we use Niblack’s approach for a first rough estimation of foreground regions. 
Usually, the foreground pixels are a subset of Niblack’s result since Niblack’s method 
usually introduces extra noise. In the third step, we compute the background surface of 
the image by interpolating neighboring background intensities into the foreground 
areas that result from Niblack’s method. A similar approach has been proposed for 
binarizing camera images [15]. In the fourth step, we proceed to final thresholding by 
combining the calculated background surface with the original image. Text areas are 
located if the distance of the original image from the calculated background exceeds a 
threshold. This threshold adapts to the gray-scale value of the background surface in 
order to preserve textual information even in very dark background areas. In the final 
step, a post-processing technique is used in order to eliminate noise pixels, improve 
the quality of text regions and preserve stroke connectivity. The proposed method was 
tested with a variety of low quality historical manuscripts and it turned out that it is 
superior to current state-of-the-art adaptive thresholding techniques.  

2   Previous Work 

Among the most known approaches for adaptive thresholding is Niblack’s method [8] 
and Sauvola’s method [11].  

Niblack’s algorithm [8] calculates a pixelwise threshold by shifting a rectangular 
window across the image. The threshold T for the center pixel of the window is com-
puted using the mean m and the variance s of the gray values in the window: 

T = m + k s (1) 

where k is a constant set to -0.2. The value of k is used to determine how much of the 
total print object boundary is taken as a part of the given object. This method can dis-
tinguish the object from the background effectively in the areas close to the objects. 
The results are not very sensitive to the window size as long as the window covers at 
least 1-2 characters. However, noise that is present in the background remains domi-
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nant in the final binary image. Consequently, if the objects are sparse in an image, a 
lot of background noise will be left. Sauvola’s method [11] solves this problem by 
adding a hypothesis on the gray values of text and background pixels (text pixels have 
gray values near 0 and background pixels have gray values near 255), which results in 
the following formula for the threshold: 

T = m + ( 1 – k ( 1 – s/R ) ) (2) 

where R is the dynamic range of the standard deviation fixed to 128 and k is fixed to 
0.5. This method gives better results for document images. 

3   Methodology 

The proposed methodology for low quality historical document binarization and text 
preservation is illustrated in Fig. 1 and fully described in this section.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed methodology for low quality historical document text 
preservation. 

3.1   Stage1: Pre-processing 

Since historical document collections are usually of very low quality, a pre-processing 
stage of the grayscale source image is essential in order to eliminate noise areas, to 
smooth the background texture and to highlight the contrast between background and 
text areas. The use of a low-pass Wiener filter [16] has proved efficient for the above 
goals. Wiener filter is commonly used in filtering theory for image restoration. Our 
pre-processing module implements an adaptive Wiener method based on statistics 
estimated from a local neighborhood around each pixel. The grayscale source image Is 
is transformed to grayscale image I according to the following formula: 

I(x,y) =   + ( 2-v2 )( Is (x,y) -  ) / 2 (3) 

where  is the local mean and 2 the variance at a NxM neighborhood around each 
pixel. We used a 3x3 Wiener filter for documents with 1-2 pixel wide characters oth-
erwise we used a 5x5 kernel. Fig. 2 shows the results of applying a 3x3 Wiener filter 
to a document image. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. Image pre-processing: (a) Original image; (b) 3x3 Wiener filter. 

3.2   Stage2: Rough Estimation of Foreground Regions 

At this step of our approach, we want to obtain a rough estimation of foreground re-
gions. Our intention is to proceed to an initial segmentation to foreground and back-
ground regions and find a set of foreground pixels that is a superset of the correct set 
of foreground pixels. In other words, we intend to obtain a set of pixels that contains 
the foreground pixels plus some noise. Niblack’s approach for adaptive thresholding 
[8] is suitable for this case since Niblack’s method usually detects text regions but 
introduces extra noise (see Fig. 3). At this step, we process image I(x,y) in order to 
extract the binary image N(x,y) that has 1’s for the rough estimated foreground re-
gions. 

 

     
 (a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Adaptive thresholding using Niblack’s approach: (a) Original image; (b) Estimation of 
foreground regions. 

3.3   Stage3: Background Surface Estimation 

At this stage, we compute an approximate background surface B(x,y) of the image. 
The pixels of the pre-processed source image I(x,y) belong to the background surface 
B(x,y) only if the corresponding pixels of the resulting rough estimated foreground 
image N(x,y) have zero values. The remaining values of surface B(x,y) are interpolated 
from neighboring pixels. The formula for B(x,y) calculation is as follows: 
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The interpolation window of size dx x dy is defined to cover at least two image charac-
ters. An example of the background surface estimation is demonstrated in Fig. 4. 

 
 

    
 (a) (b) 

Fig. 4. Background surface estimation: (a) Original image I; (b) Background surface B. 

3.4   Stage4: Final Thresholding 

In this step, we proceed to final thresholding by combining the calculated background 
surface B with the original image I. Text areas are located if the distance of the origi-
nal image from the calculated background is over a threshold d. We suggest that the 
threshold d must change according to the gray-scale value of the background surface B 
in order to preserve textual information even in very dark background areas. For this 
reason, we propose a threshold d that has smaller values for darker regions. The final 
binary image T is given by the following formula: 
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A typical histogram of a document image (see Fig. 5) has two peaks, one for text 
regions and one for background regions. The average distance  between the fore-
ground and background can be calculated by the following formula: 
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For the usual case of document images with uniform illumination, the minimum 
threshold d between text pixels and background pixels can be defined with success as 
q�  where q is a variable near 0.8 that helps preserving the total character body in 
order to have successful OCR results [15]. In the case of very old documents with low 
quality and nonuniform illumination we want to have a smaller value for the threshold 
d for the case of darker regions since it is a usual case to have text in dark regions with 
small foreground-background distance. To achieve this, we first compute the average 
background values b of the background surface B that correspond to the text areas of 
image N:  
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We wish the threshold to be approximately equal to the value q�  when the back-
ground is large (roughly greater than the average background value b) and approxi-
mately equal to p2�q�  when the background is small (roughly less than p1�b) with 

]1,0[, 21 ∈pp . To simulate this desired behaviour, we use the following logistic sig-

moid function that exhibits the desired saturation behaviour for large and small values 
of the background as shown in Fig. 6: 

     
 (a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Document image histogram: (a) Original image; (b) Gray level histogram. 
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Fig. 6. Function d(B(x,y)). 

After experimental work, for the case of old manuscripts, we suggest the following 
parameter values: q = 0.6, p1 = 0.5, p2 = 0.8. 

3.5   Stage5: Post-processing 

In the final step, we proceed to post-processing of the resulting b/w image in order to 
eliminate noise, improve the quality of text regions and preserve stroke connectivity 
by isolated pixel removal and filling of possible breaks, gaps or holes. Below follows 
a detailed step-by-step description of the post-processing algorithm that consists of a 
consequent application of shrink and swell filtering [17]. 

Step 1: A shrink filter is used to remove noise from the background. The entire b/w 
image is scanned and each foreground pixel is examined. If Psh is the number of back-
ground pixels in a sliding nxn window, which has the foreground pixel as the central 
pixel, then this pixel is changed to background if Psh>ksh where ksh can be defined ex-
perimentally.  

Step 2: A swell filter is used to fill possible breaks, gaps or holes in the foreground. 
The entire b/w image is scanned and each background pixel is examined. If Psw is the 
number of foreground pixels in a sliding nxn window, which has the background pixel 
(x,y) as the central pixel, and xa, ya the average values for all foreground pixels in the 
nxn window, then this pixel is changed to foreground if Psw>ksw and |x�xa|<dx and 
|y�ya|<dy. The latter two conditions are used in order to prevent an increase in the 
thickness of character strokes since we examine only background pixels among uni-
formly distributed foreground pixels.  

Step 3: An extension of the above conditions, leads to a further application of a swell 
filter that is used to improve the quality of the character strokes. The entire b/w image 
is scanned and each background pixel is examined. If Psw1 is the number of foreground 
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pixels in a sliding nxn window, which has the background pixel as the central pixel, 
then this pixel is changed to foreground if Psw1>ksw1. 

After experimental work, for the case of old manuscripts with an average letter 
height of lh, we suggest the following parameter values for the post-processing phase: 
n=0.15lh,  ksh=0.9n2, ksw=0.05n2, dx=dy=0.25n, ksw1=0.35n2. An example of a resulting 
b/w image after post-processing steps is given in Fig. 7. 

 

         
 (a) (b) 

         
 (c) (d) 

Fig. 7. Post-processing stage: (a) B/W image resulting after final thresholding stage;  (b) Image 
after post-processing step 1; (c) Image after post-processing step 2; (d) Final image after post-
processing. 

4   Experimental Results 

In this section, we compare the performance of our algorithm with those of Otsu [2], 
Niblack [8] and Sauvola et al. [11]. The testing set includes images from both hand-
written and typed historical manuscripts. All images are of poor quality and have 
shadows, nonuniform illumination, smear and strain. Fig. 8 demonstrates an example 
of a typed manuscript, while Fig. 9, 10 demonstrate examples of handwritten manu-
scripts. The final post-processing task is demonstrated at Fig. 10. As shown in all 
cases, our algorithm out-performs all the rest of the algorithms in preservation of 
meaningful textual information. 
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 (a) (b) 

   
 (c) (d) (e) 

Fig. 8. Experimental results - binarization of a typed manuscript (a) Original image; (b) Otsu’s 
method; (c) Niblack’s method; (d) Sauvola’s method; (e) The proposed method (without post-
processing). 

In order to extract some quantitative results for the efficiency of the proposed bi-
narization method, we compared the results obtained by the well-known OCR engine 
FineReader 6 [18] with and without applying the proposed binarization technique, as 
well as with applying the binarization techniques of Niblack [8] and of Sauvola et al. 
[11]. To measure the quality of the OCR results we calculated the Levenshtein dis-
tance [19] between the correct text (ground truth) and the resulting text. As shown at 
table 1, in all cases, the recognition results were improved after applying the proposed 
binarization technique. The application of the other two binarization techniques results 
in worse results in most cases.  

Table 1. Representative OCR results after applying several binarization schemes. 

 Levenshtein Distance from the Ground truth 
 Document 1 Document 2 Document 3 Document 4 
Original image 68 221 185 408 
Niblack’s method 228 619 513 447 
Sauvola’s method 60 394 276 694 
The proposed method 56 207 177 153 
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 (a) (b) 

   
 (c) (d) (e) 

Fig. 9. Experimental results - binarization of a handwritten manuscript (a) Original image; (b) 
Otsu’s method; (c) Niblack’s method; (d) Sauvola’s method; (e) The proposed method (without 
post-processing). 

5   Conclusions 

In this paper, we present a novel methodology that leads to preservation of meaningful 
textual information in low quality historical documents. The proposed scheme consists 
of five distinct steps: a pre-processing procedure using a low-pass Wiener filter, a 
rough estimation of foreground regions using Niblack’s approach, a background sur-
face calculation by interpolating neighboring background intensities, a thresholding by 
combining the calculated background surface with the original image and finally a 
post-processing technique in order to eliminate noise pixels, improve the quality of 
text regions and preserve stroke connectivity. Text areas are located if the distance of 
the original image with the calculated background is over a threshold. This threshold 
adapts to the gray-scale value of the background surface in order to preserve textual 
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information even in very dark background areas. The proposed methodology works 
with great success even in cases of historical manuscripts with poor quality, shadows, 
nonuniform illumination, low contrast, large signal-dependent noise, smear and strain. 
Experimental results show that our algorithm outperforms the most known threshold-
ing approaches.  

 

   
 (a) (b) 

   
 (c) (d) (e) 

Fig. 10. Experimental results - binarization of a handwritten manuscript: (a) Original image;  
(b) Otsu’s method; (c) Niblack’s method; (d) Sauvola’s method; (e) The proposed method 
(including post-processing). 
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